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Abstract:
Ambisonics is a 3D audio surround rendering and representation approach based on spherical harmonics with loudspeaker independent transmission channels. Although it was developed in the seventies and the techniques are well
known, there are disagreements how to normalize, store and exchange Ambisonic data.
This paper’s mission is to propose a standard for the Ambisonics community and it should be seen as an encouragement
to use the proposed convention, in order to facilitate exchange and communication.
This standard is named ambiX (Ambisonics exchangeable).
For the case that mixed order or reduced Ambisonic signal sets are beneficial, the format includes a simple matrix - named
"adaptor matrix". This matrix can be freely configured to re-order, complete, re-normalize, or embed the transmitted or
stored audio channels to a default set of periphonic Ambisonic signals. It is advocated as extended format, because it
enables new techniques to reduce the Ambisonic signal set utilizing prior knowledge about restricted surround geometries
like hemispherical or circular. Providing a default periphonic decoder for all surround geometries ensures universal
applicability, while inspection tools for the adaptor matrix are advanced means for optimal decoding.
IEM provides a small "proof of concept" implementation of tools to write, read audio data and the adaptor matrix, as well
tools to analyze the adaptor matrix graphically to select the best decoder for given files.
Key words: Ambisonics, playback on partial domains, file format, signal set format, interchange, standard, data format,
data exchange, meta data, archiving, storage, playback
1 INTRODUCTION
Imagine you are at a famous venue. Soon you’ll premiére
with your newest Ambisonic composition and there are only
a few minutes left to prepare your installation and get your
piece of music to work. And within moments of anticipation your optimism is interrupted by the responsible audio
engineer who is not familiar with the strange channel ordering and normalization of your recording. Even the file
format of your work seems unrecognizable by the available
hardware.
Picture yourself the outcome of this situation: There might
be a solution or not. And this is what this paper is about:
ambiX, a flexible specification for Ambisonic recordings
in order to compose, record, exchange and play back them
easily without concerning about incompatibility. A good
file format cannot absolutely guarantee a successful performance, but it might be a good basis to avoid at least technical problems.
This paper will introduce actual formats and software tools
and will refer to the need for an agreement to a standard
format. After discussing previous standardization attempts
a new format specification including a technique to compress data in mixed order situations will be proposed.

B-format: The ".amb" Format, FuMa. Frankly, the well
known B-format could be seen as the only de-facto existing Ambisonic format – and the most wide-spread hardware and software tools are based on this – but due to its
restrictions regarding number of channels and file size, it
needs to be reconsidered. A good overview of the formats
is provided on the website of Martin Leese [1] in terms of
the Microsoft’s Wave Format Extensible, using the extension amb. The B-format allows mixed order systems up to
horizontal oder 3 and height order 3 (16 channels). The Bformat use the Furse-Malham [2] (FuMa) set of weighting
factors. The biggest drawback is the file-size limit of 4GB
due to the Microsoft WAV-format as the data container
1.1. Available Software
Furthermore, there are various software packages supporting Ambisonics using different conventions. The list is a
result of research on the internet, therefore might not be
complete, but it gives a good overview:
SuperCollider*1 : "UGen"*2 plugins by Joshua Parmenter
BFEncode1, BFEncode2, BFDecode1, BFMixer, BFManipulate for 1st order B-Format; FHMEncode1, FHMEncode2, FHMDecode1 for 2nd order Furse-Malham (FuMa)
set.

MAX*3 : A set of externals*4 for MAX for Ambisonics
surround sound processing and source-control by Philippe
Kocher and Jan Schacher (Institute for Computer Music
and Sound Technology). The objects ambiencode and
ambidecode expect B-format signals.
Plogue Bidule*5 : Ambisonic Bidules*6 by Aristotel Digenis, a Bidule plugin suite based on his Ambisonic C++
Library amblib*7 which can handle Ambisonic signals in
B-format up to order 3.

consensus, but also to recognize which arguments and technical requirements are the most most relevant ones.
1.3. Standardization attempts
Only recently, there is great interest in harmonizing the confusing number of different solutions. This is probably inspired by the increased research effort, the various open
source toolboxes, the development of higher order techniques, and spherical microphone arrays.

Daniel and MPEG-4. Jérôme Daniel wrote the earliest
Ardour*8 : Fons Adriaensen and Jörn Nettingsmeier deand most comprehensive work on higher order Ambisonics
*9
veloped AMB-plugins
for the LADSPA plugin format,
with his thesis [6]. In the later paper [7] he proposed to inwhich uses FuMa.
clude distance coding into an Ambisonic format, preferably
Pure Data (Pd)*10 : IEM also provides some applications within an MPEG-4 audio stream description. The amendusing Ambisonics – mainly in Pd – including bin_ambi*11 ment [8] based on his work describes the a rigorous at[3], a Pd application for binaural rendering using Ambison- tempt of implementing all normalizations and possibilities
ics, iem_ambi*12 , a Pd Library to calculate Ambisonic en- of such an Ambisonic format, including distance paramecoder matrices, rotation matrices and decoder matrices up ters, diffuseness, various normalizations, a recombination
to 4th order, and CUBEmixer*13 , a real-time mixing and matrix for adaptation of the audio channels to Ambisonics,
mastering for multichannel speaker systems or binaural au- coordinate definitions, and options on the playback facility
dio with integrated room simulation.
(headphones/loudspeakers). However, it seems the huge effort in this standardization document has not been adopted
LINUX native: Fons Adriaensen also created AmbDec*14 ,
by the small community producing and using Ambisonics
an Ambisonic decoder, which handles FuMa as well as N3D
with their own tools.
and SN3D [4]. Jörn Nettingsmeier describes his practical
experience using AmbDec in [5].
Discussion meeting at IEM. In 2008, a small group met at
IEM in Graz for discussion2 with people from Zürich and
1
*15
by Dave Malham for
VST plugins: B-pan and B-dec
Parma to discuss new possibilities of other signal sets for
1st order B-format. B2X Plug-In Suite for Mac OS X *16 by
hemispherical, symmetrical, or circular signals, and the neDaniel Courville for 1st order B-format, 2nd order and 5th
cessity of including distance information.
order planar B-format with FuMa.
Ambisonics Symposium 2009, ambisonics.ch, and ChapAmbisonics related conventions as well as techniques have
man. Michael Chapman [9] proposed at the first Ambisonbeen developed by institutions and persons who believed
ics Symposium in 2009 a file-format using the Core Auin the benefits of this approach which apparently has not
dio Format container [10], the Ambisonics channel number
been appealing the broad mainstream of pair- or tripletsequence (ACN [11]), N3D normalisation, and additional
wise stereophony users. The pioneers in Ambisonics, who
meta-data as XML tree.
accepted the mathematical and technical challenge of improving and extending the principle, have been arriving at The discussions in a bigger community mainly revealed that
various individual custom built solutions, which have all a broad consensus required more time and discussion3 .
been built to sound good and fulfill individual practical conUniversal Ambisonic. A link to its specification can be
straints.
found at [12]. At the moment the latest version of the Universal Ambisonic specification is 0.983, and it supports the
1.2. Where are we now?
orders from first up to forth, N3D, the “Gerzon Ambisonic”
Nowadays, beginners in Ambisonics do not need to be pisequence., cf. [6], mixed orders by empty channels, lossless
oneers and can use various publications to obtain an unaudio compression with Wavpack. As it is now, the webderstanding of Ambisonics, and they can even choose one
site http://soundofspace.com maintained by Etiof the software packages listed above that suits their apenne Deleflie offers about 30 recordings in Universal Amplication. However, it might seem confusing to regard the
bisonic.
amount of different proposals and software packages that
use different limitations and practical conventions, and not New mixed order sets. Chris Travis [13] presented at
all of the packages are well documented. Unified stan- the Ambisonics Symposium in 2009 a channel scheme for
dards can simplify for beginners, programmers, and users to mixed order signal sets which "a way forward that is free
obtain similar results and possibilities in different environ- of the limitations of horizontal-only systems yet relatively
ments. The past discussions and the past evolution showed unencumbered by the costs and difficulties of conventional
that the evidence and inclusion of all contributors in the pro- fully-periphonic systems". Moreover, Travis provided incess of agreement is necessary not only to arrive at a broad
1 Virtual Studio Technology: an audio processing plugin-format by
Steinberg

2 http://ambisonics.iem.at/xchange/meeting08/
ambixchange-discussion-minutes
3 http://ambisonics.iem.at/symposium2009/
proceedings/format-discussion (live recording)
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teresting material for a lively discussion on normalization uses an adaptor matrix and several application examples of
this matrix. For instance, how to use it for converting differschemes.
ent orders and normalizations, for embedding of horizontal
1.4. Where are the disagreements?
only signals, mixed order content, and the recent developThe attempt to write about a conceivable Ambisonic stan- ments for surround geometries that cover parts of the angudard feels like entering a minefield of terminology. Am- lar space only. Section five announces software tools whose
bisonics is based on spherical Harmonics (SHs) which are development has been started during the work on this paper
applied in many disciplines, and all of them have their own and will be maintained online.
policy to normalize or even name them. And as a result,
also within the young Ambisonics community disunity is
2 AMBIX: FUNDAMENTALS
present.
Four main discrepancies remain from the previous standardization attempts: normalization, ordering, the data container, and the correct nomenclature (is the azimuth harmonic indexed with order, degree, or function index?, there
are even different letters for the harmonics: Ynm , Ylm , ynm ,
Slm , Rlm , . . . ). Although the common used normalization scheme is N3D, SN3D is easier to use when dealing
with audio data: clipping of the higher order signals can be
avoided, because the peak amplitude of single point sources
will never exceed the level of the 0th order signal; in practice this turns out to be more relevant than the N3D normalization for statistical diffuse fields.

As Ambisonic assigns signals to different angular patterns
exciting the incident sound field, useful definition requires
to define how to sort and normalize the basic patterns that
are used, namely the spherical harmonics, see fig. 4(a). As
a coordinate system, it is useful to define the x-axis pointing
into the main look direction of the listener, the y-axis as the
left, and the z-axis as the top direction.
2.1. Spherical harmonics definition, indexing, and normalization

As definition for real spherical harmonics, the following
scheme seems to provide an agreeable4 definition
Oct 30th, 2016: It is necessary to use(
a matching definition of
Despite the above disharmony, the Ambisonics community
sin(|m|ϕ), for m < 0
agrees not to use the Condon-Shortley phase (−1)m , be- Ynm (ϕ, ϑ) = Nn|m| Pn|m| (sin(ϑ))
for m ≥ 0
cause it causes confusion (it simplifies things only in quan- assoc. Legendre functions (better Ferrer'scos(|m|ϕ),
functions), e.g.
tum mechanics [14]).
P_n^m(x) = (1-x^2) d^m/dx^m P_n^0(x). This differs in the many (1)
As the FuMa letter based nomenclature is practically limited to 3rd or 4th order, SHs have to be ordered in a more
flexible way. Concerning this unpleasantness, an overview
of papers and books from various other disciplines has been
searched for this paper. Nevertheless, a clearly defined
channel sequence was only found in computer graphics,
where SHs are usually indexed by i = (l+1) l+m [15, 16].
Records of ordered SHs are only sporadic in geodesy [17],
mathematics [18], crystallography [19], chemistry [20],
physics [21] and quantum mechanics [14, 22]. However,
there frequently is no need of arranging the set of SHs hence
no consistent sequence. In fact, it only needs to be defined
for the implementation of a numerical calculation. Speaking of computer graphics, Direc3D – part of Microsoft’s
DirectX application programming interface – has also an
implementation of SHs [23] for 3D lighting using the index i = (l + 1) l + m; this is equivalent to ACN and used
here to specify ambiX . There are eminently readable books
[24, 25, 26, 27, 28] about the basics concerning SHs whose
math does not rely on any SHs sorting convention.
1.5. Organization of contents

tetbooks or computation environments. Check P_n^n(0)={1,1,3,15} for n=0...3.

using the indices n and m for the order and degree, respectively, with the ranges 0 ≤ n ≤ N, and −n ≤ m ≤ n. Pnm
are the Legendre-functions after their definition [29] and
Nnm is a normalization term for both the Legendre functions and the trigonometric functions. The angle ϕ is the
azimuth angle starting at the frontal direction and running
counterclockwise, ϑ is the elevation, which is zero at the
horizontal plane and negative below.
To build the set of Ambisonic signals, the channels corresponding to the SHs are ordered by ACN 5 :

ACN = n2 + n + m .
The normalization that seems most agreeable is SN3D:
Nn|m| =
4 This

Regarding the various options, the authors and their discussion partners have been preparing solutions that appeared to
be simple (basic format) and extensible (extended format)
keeping the complexity as low as possible.
The second and third sections describe the basic format, its
sorting and normalization convention, the resulting set of
Ambisonic signals in the angular space, and its data storage
formats. Section four describes the extended format which

(2)

s

2 − δm (n − |m|)!
,
4π (n + |m|)!

(3)

seems to be agreeable as it only uses positive multipliers m and
the Legendre-functions with identical scaling for both the cosine and sine
cases with same |m|. The real-valued notation of the azimuth harmonics (trigonometric functions) seems to be preferable to a complex exponential formulation for several reasons. On the one hand, a real-valued
multiplication is preferable in real-time signal processing and storage. On
the other hand, the otherwise formulated frequency dependent phase-shift
eimϕ+iωt is, in general, not meaningful for the description of sound fields.
Despite the zenith angle π/2 − ϑ is usually the standard coordinate, elevation is considered more intuitive for audio.
5 It can be easily handled using two loops and as well allows easy eval√
uation of n = ⌊ ACN⌋ and m = ACN − n2 − n.
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and it is required to be evaluated only for positive m; the
Kronecker-delta δm is one for m = 0 and zero otherwise.

x(ϕ, ϑ, t) =

n
N
X
X

Ynm (ϕ, ϑ) xnm (t) (2n+1)(4)

CAF File Header
'caff'
Audio Description Chunk
'desc'
sample rate
linear pcm
float/integer
channels
bits per channel

User-Defined Chunk



For a discrete setup of loudspeakers, this driving function is
either sampled directly at the loudspeaker locations [30], or
mode-matching decoders are computed [31], in some cases
distance coding is desirable [32].

...

audio channel C

ACN =0

audio channel 3

YACN (ϕ, ϑ) xACN (t).b_ACN.

with b_ACN=2 floor(sqrt(ACN)) + 1.

a1,1
 a2,1

 ..
 .
aL,1

a1,2
a2,2
..
.

···
···
..
.

aL,2

···


a1,C
a2,C 

.. 
. 

int32

a1,1

float32

a1,2

float32

a2,1
a2,2

aL,C

+X extra channels

a2,C
aL,1

2.2. Data container
The container for the Ambisonic audio data is the
Core Audio Format (CAF) as specified by Apple [10]. Apple’s CAF is a flexible file format with the advantages of
practically unrestricted file size and number of channels
Besides the CAF File Header, the CAF format requires only
two chunks: the Audio Description Chunk which holds fundamental audio information like the sample rate, the audiocoding format, the resolution and number of channels and
the Audio Data Chunk holding the raw audio data (PCM).

C

a1,C

<L=(N+1)^2><C>

Audio Data Chunk

audio channel 2

=

X

int32

49454D2E-4154-2F414D42-49582F584D4C

Adaptor-matrix

(N+1)2 −1

L

'uuid'

n=0 m=−n

audio channel 1

F.Z., factor
2n+1 missing,
Sept. 28th,
2016.

Ambisonic signal representation in the angular space.
Using the spherical harmonics Ynm (ϕ, ϑ), or in with the new
index YACN (ϕ, ϑ), a set of Ambisonic audio signals xACN
is expanded to a theoretically continuous driving signals of
the sound field

32 bit
floating
point

aL,C

Basic Format

Extended Format

Figure 1: File layout of ambiX basic & extended format

3 AMBIX: BASIC FORMAT
In addition to the required chunks, the ambiX file format
only utilizes the User-Defined Chunk, which we will use to ambiX specifies Linear PCM (pulse-code modulation) with
store the adaptor matrix for the extended (sec. 4) ambiX file samples of 16, 24 and 32 bit signed integer or 32 bit floating
number format and
format.
point with any valid sampling rate specified by CAF.
There are many other chunks in the CAF file format spec- At the basic format, the channels represent N th -order full
ification, which will be gently ignored by our implementa- periphony (3D). The number of channels allows to uniquely
tions. For instance the Channel Layout Chunk information identify the order. Mixed order can be handled in two
assigning physical loudspeaker channels is useless in Am- different ways: empty channels can be provided which
bisonics.
are handled efficiently by optional WAVPACK compression
2.3. Optional lossless compression with WAVPACK
Although the option to compress the ambiX CAF file is not
part of the ambiX specification, this is an interesting option.
Empty channels (without dithering) are compressed efficiently and block-wise decompression for streamed playback is also supported. The header information (including
the adaptor matrix) of the ambiX file is not compressed and
can be accessed directly.

(sec. 2.3) or, alternatively, by using the extended format as
described in sec. 4.4.
3.1. No meta data

The ambiX basic format entirely avoids meta data to
keep implementation and user efforts small. The advantage is that handling of the files is simple: hardware encoder/decoder handle audio channels without additional information, also wave-editing with audio processing plugThe current official Release of WavPack [33] (4.60.1) does ins (VST, Audio Units) process the signals based on a denot support CAF yet. There is a development branch of termined channel sequence and normalization. Only the
WavPack which supports CAF and seems to work fine. known tools are necessary for rendering of basic ambiX
David Bryant, author of WavPack, announced to release files.
this branch in the future, after finishing and careful testing. The custom uuid-chunk of the extended format (next
4 AMBIX: EXTENDED FORMAT
section) can be easily read from the compressed WavPack
file, because it contains all original uncompressed header If signals sets are beneficial which are not fully periphonic,
information.
the extended ambiX format is useful as it contains an adapPage 4 of 11

F.Z.
Sept.
28th,
2016

C channels

Adaptor-Matrix



a1,1
 a2,1

 ..
 .
aL,1

a1,2
a2,2
..
.

···
···
..
.

L=(N+1)2
ambisonic
a1,C

a2,C  signals

aL,2

···

aL,C



.. 
. 

Figure 2: Energy fluctuation of panning, using a custom
shaped adaptor matrix, N=4; the dotted line marks the borFigure 3:
Adaptor matrix for signal reconstrucder of the surround playback geometry.
tion/adaption.
4.2.1 Converting from B-format.

tor matrix (fig. 3) in the User-Defined Chunk with the UniF.Z. Sept. 28th,versally Unique Identifier
1ad318c3-00e5-5576-be2d-0dca2460bc89.
2016, UUID
(UUID) 49454D2E-4154-2F41-4D42-49582F584D4C.
is used in http://git.iem.at/ambisonics/libambix
invalid.

In the simplest example, the order of the given audio material needs to be adapted. To reorder the channels from
B-format sequence (WXYZ) to ACN sequence, the following matrix is used:
(Oct 30th: comment from Sept.
 28th was wrong
 here, FZ)
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

A(B→ACN) = 
0 0 0 1 ,
0 1 0 0

If this chunk is present, the channels cannot be directly
played back as Ambisonic signals but need conversion by
the provided matrix. In this case, the default set of periphonic output signals are defined by the output dimension
of the matrix and not by the number of the stored channels. and yields the signals




Within the user-defined chunk, this matrix is represented as
xBW
xACN0
32 bit floating point values in big-endian byte order. The


xACN1 
(int32)
 = A(B→ACN)  xBX  .

first two numbers describe the dimension (rows = default
 xBY 
xACN2 
periphonic output channels, columns = number of audio
xBZ
xACN3
channels in file) of the matrix followed by the matrix cells
ordered row by row.
However usually, not only the order but also the weightIf this chunk is not present, the file should be treated as ing needs to be adjusted. With coefficients other than one,
also renormalization is performed. Therefore, the matrix
ambiX basic format.
A(B→ACN) used to convert a B-format signal set into an am4.1. Adaptor Matrix
biX compliant file finally is:
The adaptor matrix (fig. 3) restores a full periphony set of

√
2 0 0 0
L = (N + 1)2 Ambisonic signals/channels from a physical
 0 0 1 0
set of C ≤ L stored signals/channels, see 3.

A(B→ambiX) = 
 0 0 0 1 .
Before we go into technical details, let us assume a given
0 1 0 0
adaptor matrix and visualize its target surround geometry
on the sphere. This is done by analyzing the adaptor matrix in terms of its energy mapping, which can be done by 4.3. Horizontal-only signals
utilizing Parseval’s theorem. In fig. 2, important areas on Horizontal-only signals used for driving a horizontal ring of
the sphere are bright, while dark areas mark areas are sup- loudspeakers are normally given in terms of a circular harpressed in the sound material of the file. In the same way, monics decomposition, i.e. a decomposition into trigonohemisphere, horizontal only, or other partial signal sets can metric functions sin(|m|ϕ) and cos(|m|ϕ)
be distinguished easily.
N
X
4.2. Exemplary use of the adaptor matrix.
x(ϕ) =
xhor,m Φm (ϕ),
(5)
This section gives some examples on how the adaptor mam=−N
(
r
trix can be employed to restore compatibility between dif2 − δm sin(|m|ϕ), for m < 0
. (6)
Φm (ϕ) =
ferent orders, normalizations, or basis systems with the pro2
cos(|m|ϕ), for m ≤ 0
posed format.
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View
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spherical_Harmonics_deg3.png

In order to re-encode this kind of horizontal-only Ambisonic signal set into the proposed format, it is expanded
with a Dirac delta distribution δ(sin(ϑ)), which embeds the
circular signal at the horizon of a sphere, yielding a zero signal elsewhere. It is easy to see that the spherical harmonics
contain the circular functions . By exploiting orthogonality
and integration in the equation
F.Z., factor
X
X
(2n+1)
missing, Sept.
xnm Ynm (ϕ, ϑ) = δ(sin(ϑ))
xhor,m Φm (ϕ), (7)
28th, 2016.

n,m

and

wrong sign
and ACN starts
from 0

m

the

knowledge

that

|m|
Nn

|m|
(2−δm ) Pn (cos(ϕ)) Φm (ϕ),

Ynm (ϕ, ϑ)

=

(a) N = 5 spherical harmonic basis

horizontal only signals

are converted with

(2n+1) xnm = anm
m xhor,m ,

anm
m =

s

(8)

|
(n −| m)!
Pn|m|(0),/(2n+1).
|
|
(n + m)!

xsph = A xhor .

(9)

(b) N = 5 horizontal-only encoded
At https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hemispherical_basis_deg5.png
there are is
better/cleaner
version

(10)

The related functions are shown in fig. 4(b).
4.4. Mixed order signals
Mixed order signals (#H#P, #H#V) [13] can also be coded
into the adaptor matrix without the need of additional meta
data. From a given adaptor matrix, known mixed-order
schemes are easily detected due to their sparse structure. A
1H0V configuration, e.g., has a characteristic row of zeros

A(1H0V→ambiX)

√
2
 0
=
 0
0

0
0
0
1

(c) N = 5 hemispherical basis

Figure 4: 36 spherical harmonics for N = 5 (top) versus
11 basis functions for encoded horizontal-only and 24 basis
functions for the hemisphere.


0
1
.
0
0

4.5. Custom shaped signals: eigenvalue decomposition
The papers [34, 35] have demonstrated that a smaller set of
Ambisonic signals can be used if the target surround array
is hemispherical, cf. 4(c), or only covers any other fraction
of the sphere. Ideally, Ambisonic panning always yields
a constant energy on the sphere for any panning direction.
This is not the case when regarding the energy on only a
fraction of the sphere.

orthogonality can be expressed by
Z
x2 (θ) d θ = x̃T G x̃.
E=

(12)

S2

Herein, the matrix G contains all the linear dependencies of one spherical harmonic with each other one on
S 2 . It is convenient to obtain its eigendecomposition G =
V diag{λ} V T . By defining x̃ in terms of a new set of Ambisonic signals x̃ = V w, one observes simplification of
E = wT diag{λ} w, and that there are only K ≤ (N + 1)2
For the above definition of the expansion coefficients components with non-vanishing eigenvalues λ contributing
x̃nm fulfill Parseval’s theorem on the entire sphere S2 to the energy. Using a correspondingly truncated system of
when using the orthogonality of √
the N3D normalized eigenvectors Vc of the dimensions (N + 1) × K, the sphercan be converted to a smaller set of
m
harmonics Ỹn (θ) =
2n + 1 Ynm (θ), i.e. ical harmonics yN (θ)
T
Rspherical
functions
ṽ(θ)
=
V
ỹ
m′
m
m′ m
N (θ).
c
Ỹ (θ)Ỹn (θ) dθ = δn′ n ; the unit vector θ is used
S2 n′
to express the angular dependency on ϕ, ϑ:
A usual application is a signal set, where only the upper
hemisphere is utilized. A corresponding set of basis funcZ
N
n
X
X
tions is shown in fig. 4(c). The truncation must be done
E=
x2 (θ) d θ =
(2n + 1) x̃2nm
(11)
carefully
as to preserve as much energy as possible in the
S2
n=0 m=−n
target surround geometry. Figs. 6 and 5 show the energy for
The trick of how to obtain a reduced set of functions is to all panning angles when the selected target geometry area is
determine the energy only over a fraction S 2 ∈ S2 of the assumed to be hemispherical. To minimize the fluctuation
sphere by the means of numerical integration [36]. Gath- in dB to a value that is smaller than 1dB (just-noticeable difering the coefficients xnm into a vector x, the loss of the ference for stationary broad band noise), fig. 7 shows which
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Figure 5: Energy fluctuation of panning on the upper hemi- Figure 7: This plot determines the lower integration boundsphere, N=4; the dotted vertical line marks the lower inte- ary for basis functions on the hemisphere, N=4. It shows the
gration boundary at -15◦.
energy loss [dB] of virtual sources at 90◦ , N=4. The dotted
line shows the expected number of K = (N + 1)(N + 2)/2
basis functions.
improvements and possible new developments, which are
hereby strongly encouraged. A database of pre-calculated
adaptor matrices for the common use cases (circular, hemispherical) will be provided there.
6

Figure 6: Hemispherically shaped energy fluctuation, N=4;
the dotted vertical line marks the lower integration boundary at -15◦ .

integration interval is suitable: the integration needs to start
slightly below the equator to provide an suitable definition
and a reduced set of K = (N + 1)(N + 1)/2 basis functions.
Eq. (13) in sec. Appendix gives an example of an adaptor
matrix for N = 3 on the hemisphere.
Moreover, any other spherical fraction can be used as target
playback domain, as shown in fig. 2.
5

SOFTWARE/TOOLS

Using Pd as the main composition and musical research
environment, IEM has developed a set of tools implementing the ambiX format: the ambiX euphonic toolbox:
AXET. AXET and the full specification will be available at
http://ambisonics.iem.at/ambix. The toolbox
consists of objects for Pd to read/write basic and extended
format and graphical evaluation of the energy distribution.
Adaptor matrices for standard conversion scenarios from
other formats are available within the toolbox.

OUTLOOK/CONCLUSION

This paper presented an Ambisonic format that takes into
account all thinkable arguments from the practical and academic world using Ambisonics. A long and necessary discussion of available conventions has been given, and finally
synthesized into a basic and extended ambiX format specification. ambiX is future proof as it avoids limitations on
the Ambisonic order and file length. The basic format fulfills the practical requirement of having a well-defined and
unique channel sequence and normalization for any hardware/software multichannel audio processing without meta
information. The extended format is open to surround reinforcement geometries that are not spherically uniform. As
only additional information, it uses an adaptor matrix to
restore the default channel set of the basic format. Available Ambisonic music can be embedded in extended ambiX without re-encoding. The powerfulness of the adaptor
matrix is demonstrated by several exemplary applications.
The authors and their discussion partners hope that ambiX
brings common unification to old and new Ambisonic music, and they are willing to adapt their software. Ambisonics
is a hierarchical audio format for transmission of any content [37]. With its past limitations removed by the above
proposal, this can finally become true.
7
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8 APPENDIX
8.1. Links to development pages of Ambisonics related software
as of 15th August 2011
*1

SuperCollider

*2

UGen plugins for SuperCollider

Ambix plugin suite: http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/?p=2015 F.Z. 2016

real-time audio synthesis and algorithmic composition

http://supercollider.sourceforge.net
by Joshua Parmenter

http://sc3-plugins.sourceforge.net
*3

MAX
http://cycling74.com/products/maxmspjitter

*4

Externals for MAX

*5

Plogue Bidule

by Philippe Kocher and Jan Schacher

http://www.icst.net/research/downloads/ambisonics-externals-for-maxmsp
Advanced Modular Audio Software

http://www.plogue.com/?page_id=56
*6

Ambisonic Bidules

*7

amblib

Plogue Bidule plugin suite for Ambisonic processing

http://www.digenis.co.uk/?page_id=59
Ambisonic C++ Library

http://sourceforge.net/projects/amblib
*8

Ardour

Digital Audio Workstation

http://ardour.org
*9

AMB-plugins

LADSPA plugins by Fons Adriaensen

http://kokkinizita.linuxaudio.org/linuxaudio
*10

Pure Data (Pd)
http://puredata.info

*11

bin_ambi

*12

iem_ambi

binaural Pd external

http://iem.at/projekte/dsp/bin_ambi
Ambisonic Pd external

http://gem.iem.at/iem_ambi
*13

CUBEmixer
http://ambisonics.iem.at/xchange/products/cubemixer

*14

AmbDec

*15

B-pan & B-dec

http://kokkinizita.linuxaudio.org/linuxaudio

http://www.dmalham.freeserve.co.uk/vst_ambisonics.html
*16

B2X Plug-In Suite for Mac OS X
http://www.radio.uqam.ca/ambisonic/b2x.html
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8.2. Adaptor matrix example for N=3 hemispherical playback
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